
How much
do you remember

from last
year's Keynote

Speaker?
(Chances are, not much.)



One of the most Content-Rich, Entertaining,
Hard-Hitting and Memorable speakers you will ever hear.

You will be a hero for bringing him in!

The greatest source of lost revenue for your business is the 
prospect you never knew about. They clicked away without 
buying, drove past without stopping in, or hung up on your voice 
mail system. Worse yet, you have no idea who they were, or how 
many there were. In this relevant, high-content and very 
entertaining presentation, popular Customer Experience and 
Marketing expert David Avrin, CSP will shine a light on the 
monumental shift in purchasing behavior and expectation, while 
showing your team everyone’s role in eliminating barriers, 
engaging prospects and creating Customer Experiences worth 
sharing.

David Avrin’s Popular Presentations:

Customer Experience is the New Competitive
Advantage - What works, what doesn’t and 
why it matters more than ever!
(Customer Service/Customer Experience)

It's a new world and markets are being disrupted. Countless 
choices are both nearby and online. Being great at what you do is 
no longer a differentiator — It is merely the entry fee. Today, 
winning in business is about discovering, creating and leveraging 
compelling competitive advantages. In this highly entertaining, 
thought-provoking and actionable presentation, based on his 
break-out book: Visibility Marketing, Business Marketing, and 
Customer Experience veteran David Avrin, CSP will show you and 
your team how to discover, create and promote meaningful 
differentiators to gain visibility and earn a legion of loyal 
customers.

It’s Not Who You Know, It’s Who Knows You! - How to
Attract the Best Customers and Create an Army of 
Raving Fans
(Marketing/Branding)
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David Avrin brings his
compelling Customer

Experience and
Marketing messages to

audiences around the
world!
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TORONTO

David was our first speaker to 
ever receive a 100% approval rating
on our post-event survey. We have
already hired him for several more events!
—Rich Viola, President/CEO Hotel Interactive
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Learn more and watch a preview at: www.DavidAvrin.comLearn more and watch a preview at: www.DavidAvrin.com
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The acclaimed
business books

by David Avrin


